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The LAW OF ATTRACTION process works reliably but infinitely slowly when used normally. But
it works quickly and brilliantly when secret ingredients are added.This small book explains
exactly what to do to produce stunning and speedy results!When I was thirteen I discovered this
marvellous affirmation that was supposed to achieve wonders. What I was supposed to say
was......"Day by day in every way I get better and better". I was to repeat this over and over every
time I thought of it. After 6 months I started to notice a very slight improvement.And it is the same
with the Law of Attraction if you apply it in the conventional manner. It will work incredibly slowly
over a long period of time. As my Mindpower Research Foundation considered this law to be at
the foundation of all human achievement we focused on it for several years and evolved
processes that made it work far more quickly and effectively. In fact some of the reported results
from our clients verged on the miraculous! We eventually discovered that the addition of two
separate simple mind technique protocols often created stunning results. By adding these two
techniques to the original Law of Attraction we created a simple program that produced
stunningly effective results that occurred rapidly and reliably. Usually within 7 days you can feel
the program working and sometimes it only takes 2-3 days. I am not aware of any other Law of
Attraction program that works as well as this one.James F. Coyle - Founder and CEO of the
AUSTRALIAN MINDPOWER RESEARCH FOUNDATION

From the AuthorJames F. Coyle is the author of 20 books all available on Kindle.To search for
these go to any Ebook Library page and in the search box type - "james f. coyle"or go to his
webpage (www) mindtech.com.vuAbout the AuthorAuthor of - BEYOND BELIEF and THE
MILLIONAIRES MANUAL Webpage - mindtech.com.vu
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THE SECRET PLUS!!-- The ultimatelaw of Attraction-- Copyright James F. Coyle 2011 James
Coyle was the founder and CEO of the AUSTRALIANMINDPOWER RESEARCH FOUNDATION
and the founderof the AUSTRALASIAN LATERAL THINKING NEWSLETTER.More details at
the bottom of this book.Website - http://
www.mindtech.com.vu………………………………………….. MULTIPLY THE POWER OFTHE
LAW OF ATTRACTIONBY A FACTOROF 5-10 BY ADDING SECRET
INGREDIENTS !! The LAW OF ATTRACTION works slowly but steadilywhen used
conventionally. But it works quickly and brilliantlywhen secret ingredients are added.The
exclusive material below explains how this happens and givesreal-life examples of absolutely
stunning results achieved byinexperienced individuals on often their first attempt! The Law of
Attraction is like a racing car sitting outthere at the starting grid with engine running......but with
no driver inside.The material in this book supplies the “driver”!! PART 1 - HOW THE LAW OF
ATTRACTION WORKS FOR YOUPART 2 - ADD SECRET INGREDIENTS FOR STUNNING
RESULTSPART 3 - SET YOUR REALITY SYSTEM UP FOR SUCCESS If we apply our mind
correctly we can achieve any goal we set and become anybody we wish. The Law of Attraction
works by attracting to you that which you think passionately about duringyour waking periods. It
attracts people, situations, events and materialisations. If you thinkpassionately and with deep
intent about some event then it is almost certain that it will eventuallyhappen. If your thoughts
are positive and constructive you will get what you have asked for.If your thoughts are negative
and destructive then again you will get what you asked for.Your subconscious mind cannot
select the quality of the event. It can only follow instructions. Everything that happens to you is
caused by what is in your mind…. your mindset.That is….what you expect to happen to
you. Your mind is like a mental magnet attracting to it that which it has been preprogrammed to
attract.If your life is full of disasters it is because you have programmed yourself to accept
this.You become what you consistently think about. Your thoughts become your future
reality.This has been known for hundreds of years but was kept as fairly secretive knowledge
until around 50 years ago when a few deep thinking individuals published data on this
phenomenon. The dedicated mind-power people picked up on it some 25 years ago and since
then it has slowly seeped into public awareness. The interesting little movie “The Secret” awoke
the general public to unexplored possibilities. This was the first time this knowledge had
seriously been made public and has caused literally millions of individuals to sit up and pay
attention! Individuals who knew absolutely nothing about mind power suddenly became aware
that there were techniques within their grasp to improve their lives significantly. I was personally
made aware of this concept in 1970 and have been using it ever since with sometimes quite
outstanding results. In fact the vast majority of success I have had since then can be put down to
utilizing the Law of Attraction. If you think personal abundance your mind will provide it. But is
you think fearful thoughts then you mind will attract fearful situations. You have to focus on what



you want. Do not focus on what you don’t want because the Law of Attraction is working for you
one hundred percent of the time 24 hours a day. The vast majority of individuals think in a
confused manner because their thoughts are not focused on a specific end result. You have
probably noticed yourself that if you focus intently on some event with deep passion and strong
emotion then it tends to happen the way you want.Almost every sane individual has had a
positive event like this happen to them in the past.Negative individuals may find them difficult to
recall but that successful event will be there somewhere. The basic driving force behind the Law
of Attraction is PASSIONATE EMOTION and INTENT. Your life is a physical manifestation of your
existing thought patterns.We do not understand how this process works but most people don’t
understand how a TV works…..and they still use one!! The Law of Attraction works slowly, not
usually instantly.If the required results happened instantly you would rightfully regard this as a
miracle.In fact many years ago I had a required event happen in three days. It was so fast that I
had trouble believing it. I went from stony broke (so broke in fact that the local bank bounced a
$3 cheque of mine) to having $40,000 in my bank account in three days flat! I still find this result
incredible when I think back on it.I was in a totally desperate situation and focused non-stop on
the result I needed. And it worked because I was in an extremely emotional state and had an
absolute passionate intent in mind…….freedom from debt! Look hard at your current position. It
has evolved from your previous thought processes.If you want to change your future from the
path it is currently on then you will find that it takes a little effort to set up a new “mental regime”.
Old habits have to be broken and new ones installed. Fortunately there is an easy way to do this
which is explained later in this book.The average person has an estimated 50,000 to 60,000
individual thought processes per day. Usually confused waffly thoughts with no coherent
pattern.Good positive feelings make you feel good while bad thoughts usually make you feel
depressed. The trick here is to think deeply about all the good things that have happened in your
life and project them into the future. Expect these good events to happen frequently in the
future. If after you get out of bed in the morning negative unwelcome events start to happen then
do something that makes you feel cheerful and positive. Maybe play music you particularly enjoy
or go into a shop and buy that item you have been thinking about for some time.That is…..break
the negative pattern. Picture exactly what it is you want. Think carefully about it and write it down.
Cut pictures of a similar item out of a magazine and place it where you can see it daily, maybe on
your fridge door or the inside of your bathroom door.Throw up pictures in your minds eye of this
desired event or object.Daydream about it. This can be an extremely powerful use of the Law of
Attraction. While you are daydreaming you are usually in the alpha state and if you are throwing
up pictures of what you want then you are really forcing your message into the universe. You
need to generate feelings and emotions related to your requirements.Those who have a
passionate interest in something usually find that it works well for them. Life is like taking a night
flight in a commercial aircraft. You know where you want to go and despite the fact that you can’t
actually experience your journey visually the competent people in the cockpit get you there. You
are not aware of all the tricky processes involved in night flying but you have total confidence in



the end process.All you had to do was to determine where you wanted to be on a specific day or
time. There is almost a 100% chance that you will arrive at your destination because that is what
you focused on and that is what you got. When you visualize an end result with deep yearning
and passionate emotion your journey starts. Suddenly out of the blue you arrive……sometimes
quite suddenly and unexpectedly. The trick is to generate the mental picture, the absolute
yearning and the deep emotion.Then everything happens automatically. The universe will fulfill
your order. Don’t try and plan how it will happen step by step because this will confuse the
issue. Merely plan for the end result. Unfortunately a lot of individuals start out correctly then let
their attention wander so the mind gets conflicting messages. Or they become bored with the
process or otherwise lose interest. Unless you focus intently on the desired outcome right
through to the end the Law of Attraction will not work. Some individuals can attract regular car
parks…..right where they want them……even in busy traffic periods. I used to do this
consistently which never ceased to amaze my fellow passengers. The reason this works is
because your mind is in constant subconscious communication with all other minds. There will
be some driver on a shopping expedition with his wife who has become totally bored and
decided to drive off. He receives your mental message and moves his car out of a parking
space just as you arrive. And some of you have probably noticed that there may be 3-4 cars in
front of you but their drivers do not notice this parking space about to become available. There
appears to be one field of consciousness of which we are all a part. If you look at a map of
Vanuatu (where I live) you will see something like 70 Islands which make up this South Pacific
country. Each Island is surrounded by water. However underneath the water all the Islands are
connected. If the water were suddenly removed you would find all these separate Islands
connected together. This is what happens with our subconscious consciousness. We are all
interconnected. Carl Jung called it the collective unconscious. Others have referred to it as the
universal consciousness.And the strange thing is that it is not only human consciousness that is
interconnected, but general consciousness also! Take the case of Cleve Backsters astounding
mind/plant communication discovery! In 1966 something happened that shook the scientific
world to it's very foundations ........ and it was discovered, not ina famous laboratory, but in a
small room in an office building in New York !! Cleve Backster, America's top polygraph (lie
detector) expert was working late in his New York office. His secretaryhad installed a Dragon pot
plant to brighten the office.Backster noticed that the plant needed water, and on impulse
attached the leads of a lie detector to one of the leaves.The lie detector measures skin
resistance and Backster knew that it would indicate when water reached the actual leaf. He
poured water over the root system and waited to see how long before this moisture reached the
leaves. Nothing happened. In fact after a while the instrument appeared to indicate less moisture
in the leaf. The pen-tracing equipment attached to the lie detector was trending downwards with
a fair amount of "saw tooth" motion.Backster was puzzled as this was exactly the same
response expected from a human being experiencing an emotional stimulus of short duration.
He wondered if the plant could be displaying emotion.Backster knew from long experience that



the best way to make a polygraph needle "jump" was to threaten the subjects’ well-being so he
dunked the plant leaf in his hot coffee. There was no reaction. He thought about this for a couple
of minutes then conceived a worse threat. He would light a match and burn the leaf. The instant
he conceived this thought something dramatic happened - something that has had far reaching
scientific implications all over the world......... .......THE POLYGRAPH REACTED
VIOLENTLY!! The pen-traced graph moved off its centerline into a pronounced upward
curve.Backster was staggered. He was some distance from the plant and he wondered if it could
possibly have been readinghis thoughts.As later events proved ..... IT WAS!!!

The basic driving force behind the Law of Attraction is PASSIONATE EMOTION and
INTENT. Your life is a physical manifestation of your existing thought patterns.We do not
understand how this process works but most people don’t understand how a TV works…..and
they still use one!! The Law of Attraction works slowly, not usually instantly.If the required results
happened instantly you would rightfully regard this as a miracle.In fact many years ago I had a
required event happen in three days. It was so fast that I had trouble believing it. I went from
stony broke (so broke in fact that the local bank bounced a $3 cheque of mine) to having
$40,000 in my bank account in three days flat! I still find this result incredible when I think back
on it.I was in a totally desperate situation and focused non-stop on the result I needed. And it
worked because I was in an extremely emotional state and had an absolute passionate intent in
mind…….freedom from debt! Look hard at your current position. It has evolved from your
previous thought processes.If you want to change your future from the path it is currently on then
you will find that it takes a little effort to set up a new “mental regime”. Old habits have to be
broken and new ones installed. Fortunately there is an easy way to do this which is explained
later in this book.The average person has an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 individual thought
processes per day. Usually confused waffly thoughts with no coherent pattern.Good positive
feelings make you feel good while bad thoughts usually make you feel depressed. The trick here
is to think deeply about all the good things that have happened in your life and project them into
the future. Expect these good events to happen frequently in the future. If after you get out of bed
in the morning negative unwelcome events start to happen then do something that makes you
feel cheerful and positive. Maybe play music you particularly enjoy or go into a shop and buy that
item you have been thinking about for some time.That is…..break the negative pattern. Picture
exactly what it is you want. Think carefully about it and write it down. Cut pictures of a similar
item out of a magazine and place it where you can see it daily, maybe on your fridge door or the
inside of your bathroom door.Throw up pictures in your minds eye of this desired event or
object.Daydream about it. This can be an extremely powerful use of the Law of Attraction. While
you are daydreaming you are usually in the alpha state and if you are throwing up pictures of
what you want then you are really forcing your message into the universe. You need to generate
feelings and emotions related to your requirements.Those who have a passionate interest in
something usually find that it works well for them. Life is like taking a night flight in a commercial



aircraft. You know where you want to go and despite the fact that you can’t actually experience
your journey visually the competent people in the cockpit get you there. You are not aware of all
the tricky processes involved in night flying but you have total confidence in the end process.All
you had to do was to determine where you wanted to be on a specific day or time. There is
almost a 100% chance that you will arrive at your destination because that is what you focused
on and that is what you got. When you visualize an end result with deep yearning and
passionate emotion your journey starts. Suddenly out of the blue you arrive……sometimes quite
suddenly and unexpectedly. The trick is to generate the mental picture, the absolute yearning
and the deep emotion.Then everything happens automatically. The universe will fulfill your order.
Don’t try and plan how it will happen step by step because this will confuse the issue. Merely
plan for the end result. Unfortunately a lot of individuals start out correctly then let their attention
wander so the mind gets conflicting messages. Or they become bored with the process or
otherwise lose interest. Unless you focus intently on the desired outcome right through to the
end the Law of Attraction will not work. Some individuals can attract regular car parks…..right
where they want them……even in busy traffic periods. I used to do this consistently which never
ceased to amaze my fellow passengers. The reason this works is because your mind is in
constant subconscious communication with all other minds. There will be some driver on a
shopping expedition with his wife who has become totally bored and decided to drive off. He
receives your mental message and moves his car out of a parking space just as you arrive. And
some of you have probably noticed that there may be 3-4 cars in front of you but their drivers do
not notice this parking space about to become available. There appears to be one field of
consciousness of which we are all a part. If you look at a map of Vanuatu (where I live) you will
see something like 70 Islands which make up this South Pacific country. Each Island is
surrounded by water. However underneath the water all the Islands are connected. If the water
were suddenly removed you would find all these separate Islands connected together. This is
what happens with our subconscious consciousness. We are all interconnected. Carl Jung
called it the collective unconscious. Others have referred to it as the universal
consciousness.And the strange thing is that it is not only human consciousness that is
interconnected, but general consciousness also! Take the case of Cleve Backsters astounding
mind/plant communication discovery! In 1966 something happened that shook the scientific
world to it's very foundations ........ and it was discovered, not ina famous laboratory, but in a
small room in an office building in New York !! Cleve Backster, America's top polygraph (lie
detector) expert was working late in his New York office. His secretaryhad installed a Dragon pot
plant to brighten the office.Backster noticed that the plant needed water, and on impulse
attached the leads of a lie detector to one of the leaves.The lie detector measures skin
resistance and Backster knew that it would indicate when water reached the actual leaf. He
poured water over the root system and waited to see how long before this moisture reached the
leaves. Nothing happened. In fact after a while the instrument appeared to indicate less moisture
in the leaf. The pen-tracing equipment attached to the lie detector was trending downwards with



a fair amount of "saw tooth" motion.Backster was puzzled as this was exactly the same
response expected from a human being experiencing an emotional stimulus of short duration.
He wondered if the plant could be displaying emotion.Backster knew from long experience that
the best way to make a polygraph needle "jump" was to threaten the subjects’ well-being so he
dunked the plant leaf in his hot coffee. There was no reaction. He thought about this for a couple
of minutes then conceived a worse threat. He would light a match and burn the leaf. The instant
he conceived this thought something dramatic happened - something that has had far reaching
scientific implications all over the world......... .......THE POLYGRAPH REACTED
VIOLENTLY!! The pen-traced graph moved off its centerline into a pronounced upward
curve.Backster was staggered. He was some distance from the plant and he wondered if it could
possibly have been readinghis thoughts.As later events proved ..... IT WAS!!!Multiple
experiments have been carried out since then with basically the same results.Human conscious
awareness interacts with plant awareness. The point here is that all consciousness appears to
be connected so when you are thinking deeply about a friend itshould come as no surprise
when they telephone you out of the blue!
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Reta G. Harbaugh, “Amazing Read!. Great book.”

Carol Prendergast, “Review. James gives you the extra step required to manifest what you want
without all the hoo ha of original Secret book, works for me”

Glenn Langohr, “The Secrets are Inside! Powerful!. The Secret Plus by James Coyle is about the
Law of Attraction meaning: that what we think about, we bring those thoughts right to us, good or
bad. The added secrets in this book will multiply the power of the law of attraction until you
Believe it enough to See it, and then, Achieve it! I thought back to when I used to play baseball
and daydream about it constantly. Once in a while, in a game, playing third base, I visualized the
exact spot off the bat the ball was going to fly toward me and how I would dive to catch it, and
how I was going to react with runners on base, and then, the exact same thing happened! This
can be applied to everything!”

Benedict Stuart, author, “The Secret Plus. This book is quite insightful and introspective, but
could help us with our everyday lives and engagements, to learn to be more successful, better
ones, help others and achieve more in general. The self-help books are usually underrated, but
this one is going deeper and aims at a better understanding of ourselves and other people alike.
It is undoubtedly based on some serious research and testing practice. Nevertheless, you may
enjoy it and learn some curious and lesser known, but good and useful, things.”

Linda Hobbis, “Neat Precis of Coyle's "Beyond Belief". There's enough meat here to give you an
idea of the mind control techniques in "Beyond Belief". It's an ideal 'sampler' but if you are
seriously interested, I'd suggest skipping this and buying "Beyond Belief" which is also available
for Kindle. Some of the techniques Coyle outlines are truly fascinating.”

RachaelBT, “Exactly what I needed to read today!. I've dabbled with The Law Of Attraction over
the years and slowly have manifested good results. Recently, however I hit rock bottom and have
been using different strategies to build myself back up again and The Law Of Attraction has
been one of these. I was really keen to read this book as I know I wasn't using the law to its full
advantage. Having read this book in one day- I couldn't put it down! I know this is going to be
instrumental in me moving forward and manifesting key desires in my life. I can't wait to put these
amazing strategies into place in both my business and personal life. Thank you for writing a truly
fantastic manual. When I have manifested a result I will post back here again :)Rachael Bridson
Taylor”

Helen, “The Secret Plus. Very good practical advice on how to apply the Law of Attraction.
Visualization, glad-giving, writing down affirmations, how to use your subconscious. The



subconscious responds to repetition and is most receptive immediately upon waking and last
thing at night.  This book was well worth reading.”

SJM, “Very interesting. A very interesting book with clear instructions to follow to take more
control of your life. Still experimenting with the ideas, but I think it will be very helpful.”

H Corbett, “A must read for everyone. All the people on this planet should read this book its
totally eye opening. I have read it before but wanted a kindle copy BRILLIANT AND GETS YOU
THINKING YES I CAN”

Mr. M. J. Pickering, “Five Stars. Good book”

The book by James F. Coyle has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 18 people have provided feedback.
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